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IBM Corporation is a company that instituted a structured product development

process in the 90s. As a result, IBM saw dramatic decreases in product development

cycle time and overall increases by any measure of product development effectiveness.

Now IBM is doing something that pushes the envelope of the product

development/marketing union even further.

The hardest part of any robust new product development process is what is called the

"fuzzy front-end" - that is, the ideation of new-to-the-world ideas. Traditional market

research reaches its limits here - how do people tell you that something would be

valuable to them if they have never conceived of anything like it?

IBM has found a powerful tool on the fuzzy front-end. They now actively create

partnerships for their research labs - not their development groups, but their way-out-

there research labs. A researcher with a promising idea is partnered with business

development professionals. Together they work with leading-edge customers to attack

their thorniest problems and test the potential of new ideas. The plan is to get real-

world customer feedback about product ideas, as the labs come up with them, and

thereby refine both the research direction and the subsequent product development

for the ideas that have market potential.

This new approach is suited to both the new services focus of IBM and the fact that

most information technology, high-value problems today are not problems that

depend on advances in basic material science, but rather on service and software

advances. Thus, customer-solution breakthroughs are not bound by the laws of

physics, but by the focus of the research organization. IBM has tapped one of its

greatest resources - its research brainpower - and found a way to accelerate its profit

impact by folding it into the marketing process on the fuzzy front-end of product

development.
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